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The seal looks startled yet alertly out of the water. Likely this was the image that the carver had in
mind as he beautifully and eloquently carved the seal head with nostrils, eyes, and ears. But what
could the carving be used for? Perhaps as a toggle or kayak fastener or a needle case ornament?
Then, again, perhaps it was used as a spear guard or perhaps a finger rest for a harpoon? Or, in the
end, maybe it was a hunting charm? Seal imageries were carved in a multitude of objects used for
various purposes.

Certainly, toggles in the shape of seals or seal heads can be found in various museums and are quite
common. [1] Using the toggle, or drag handle, an Inuk hunter would drag a dead seal across the ice
to the sled, kayak, or hunting camp. Needle cases ornaments, too, have been associated with seals.
[2] The hunted seal would have been given to the hunter’s wife or female relation. Seal skins have
been crucial for Inuk seamstresses to make clothing and footwear or for rope and thread. Hunting
seals also took place in open waters with kayaks. The tip of the (sealing) harpoon would have been
placed in the spear guard (pl. nayiguyaq) to prevent it from falling overboard whilst the hunter
moved closer to the seal. [3] The figure of a seal also has been used as finger-rests for harpoons. [4]
The finger rests aided with the throwing by hand of the larger and heavier harpoons. [5]

The bottom of this Bering Strait carving offers some clues that this object most likely was a toggle
[6] or fastener. There are four holes where a skin rope (often made from bearded seal) would have
run through. Note the additional grooves at the bottom of the holes to guide the rope. The carving is
well-worn with larger parts of top ivory layer flaking off as if to illustrate the intensive use by an
Inuk hunter in various weathering conditions. Beyond the aesthetic beauty of this realistic carving of
a startled seal, the imagery certainly would have held spiritual significance to ensure successful
seal-hunting.

Peter Loovers, February 2022
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